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ABSTRACT. Let / : M —> N be an embedding between differentiable manifolds and set

πι(7VM,Emb(M,ΛΓ),/) - [M c= 7V]/5 where Emb(M,7\0 denotes the space of embed-

dings of M to N. Then it is known that there is a π\ (NM, /)-action on [M c N}^ such

that [M c= N}j Iπ\(NM, f ) is equivalent to the set [M c N]^ of isotopy classes of

embeddings homotopic to/. In this paper, we will study the set [Mn <= CPn]r for an n-

manifold M\ Further we will determine the sets [RPn c CPn][f] and [CPn c CP2n][f].

1. Introduction and statement of results

Throughout this paper, ^-manifolds mean ^-dimensional connected differ-
entiable manifolds without boundary and embeddings stand for differentiable

embeddings of compact manifolds to manifolds. For any map / : M —> N, we
denote by [M c= Λ/lyj the set of isotopy classes of embeddings homotopic to/.

A. Haefliger's existence theorem [3] implies that for any compact ^-manifold
Mn and any map / : Mn —» CPn (n > 2), there exists an embedding homotopic
to /. Henceforth we would like to determine the set [Mn c CPn]^γ

Set πι(7VM,Emb(M,7V),/) = [M <= N]f, where Emb(M,ΛΓ) denotes the
space of embeddings of M to N. Then it is known (cf. [2], [7], [8], [12]) that
there is a πι(7VM,/)-action on [M c= 7V]y such that

(1.1) [M ci N]f/m(NM,f) = [M c N ] [ f ] .

In this paper, we will study the set [Mn c CP"]̂  for an ^-manifold Mn

and a map / : M" -̂  CPn. Furthermore we will determine the isotopy sets of

embeddings [RPn c CPn][f] and [CPrt c CP2"]^].
The integral cohomology of CP" is given by

/Γ(CP";Z) = Z[z]/(z"+1)(degz - 2).
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